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WUC AWAITS HOMECO

lNG ,

This year's Homecoming will be the biggest and
best ever to hit WUC. Thursday evening at 8 p.m. the
"Swing]e Singers" will perform in the Theatre Auditor·
ium. This will be their only Canadian performance in
their North American. tour.

ON CAMPUS
SWITCHES TO CKCR

Swingle Singers will appear on Campus Thursday, October 29.

CUS Urges New
anadian Flag
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The Canadian Union of Students (CUS ) this week urged
the federal government's 15man non-partisan committee on
the flag to put a motion before
the Commons calling for a distinctive Canadian flag other
than the Red Ensign or Union
Jack.
In a letter written to each of
the MP's on the committee, CUS
president Jean Bazin said the
flag debate has consumed an
unwarranted amount of time
and taxpayer's money.
He said CUS hopes that in the
interests of Canadian unity, the
Commons will waste no time in
accepting the committee's recommendations.
The letter added, "We draw
your attention to the official
position taken by the 28th Congress of the Canadian Union of
Students on this question: that
the 28th Congress supports the
adoption of a distinctive Canadian flag other than the Red Ensign or the Union Jack."
The letter was mailed to 7
Liberals, 5 Conservatives and
one New Democrat, one Social
Credit and one Social Credit
Rally.
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'' On Cam pus" is broad casting
over CKCR 1490 this year. ThE'
show will run Tuesday night
irom 11 :05 until midnight.
The switch from CKKW to
CKCR foJ:lowed a change in policy by the administration of the
former. Jim Velcheff said that
there was n o trou ble in making
t.h e arrangements with CKCR.
The only r e·strictions are th ose
set by th e Board of Broadcast
GoYern ers with wh ich aU radio
sta lion~S mu st comply.
Students are encouraged to liste n to, and support 'On Ca mpus '
radio. This stud en t service pro·
gramme will present folk singing and other pop music , plus
discussions of student interes•t.
Remember, Tuesday at 11 :05
dial 1490.
"On Campus " 1490 CKCR .

OLICE RUTALITY QUESTION
QUEBEC - (CUP ) • Widespread Police brutality Saturday
turned the Queen 's visit to Quebec into a major moral victory
for the Independent Movement
in French Canada.
The ancient city of the St.
Lawrence became a virtual
state of Marshall Law during
the Queen's two-day stay.
Laval students reinforced by
students from the universities of
Montreal and Sherbrooke, were
harassed, bullied and beaten by
riot squads during their efforts
to carry out peaceful demonstrations against the Royal
visit.
Six newsmen were seriously
injured while ten others received the blows of nightstick·
wielding police who bore down
on the demonstrators at least
five times during the day.
This writer was chased two
blocks down a side street by
the orange-clad squads who
clubbed indiscriminately
at
bystanders, newsmen and de·
mons~rators. About SO students
, were
arrested
by Quebec
City Police assisted by the
RCMP and Quebec Provin·
cial
Police;
Constantly
in
the background, though never
active
against
demonstrators were the several thousand
army
and
airforce
personnel who lined shoulder
to shoulder along every foot
of the Queen's Route through
the city.

Six times during the day the
Queen passed through the streets
of Quebec . Angered by police,
the demonstrations grew larger
and more determined as the day
progressed. But the protests
were peaceful to the last.
At 10:30 a.m . when the Queen

arrived at the Provincial Legisla turc. Plainclothes Police and
one RCMP officer in uniform
began
seizing
demonstrators
and carrying them away. Incensed, the crowd shouted "Gestapo, Gestapo ." Within seconds,
sirens screamed from all directions and white wagons bearing
the name " Protection Civil" appeared .
Orange - clad
police
swept from the trucks swinging
their sticks furiously and driving the crowd before them.
That was the first time
police turned a peaceful demonstration into riot. But the
scene was repeated again and
again during the day. Girls of
17 and old men were slugged
and pushed as they stood in
shop doorways. It was unsafe
to walk anywhere in downtown
Quebec.

At 3 p .m., after the Queen had
arrived at the Citadel to inspect
the Royal 22nd Regiment, 75
Demonstrators retired to a nearby park. They sat on the grass
and chanted "Quebec Qui, Ottawa Non" . Ten minutes later
eight truckloads of police arrived and climbed the hill toward the demonstrators. The 75
young people arose and began
a brisk walk out of the park.
The police cut across their
path and then charged. One
boy lying on the ground with
his hands behind his head
was lifted and brutally slashed
with a nightstick. A policeman
grabbed a young girl and
shook her until she cried. An
American
Newsman
taking
notes at the scene was beaten
and arrested,

At 8:45 p.m . the Queen was
driven to the Chateau Frontenac
for a reception attended by
Prime Minister Pearson and
Premier Jean Lesage . By this
time, the number of active demonstrators had swelled to several hundred. At the Port Sainte
Louis (Gate to the old city )
their chant became a roar as
the Royal Car passed . Moments
later the police clubs were
swinging and more arrests were
being made. This time a 12year-old girl had her face
slashed open by a nightstick
blow.
Saturday, October 10, 1964 is
now an Historic Day for the
Independence
movement
of
Quebec . On the narrow streets
of the old City behind Police
barricades , dozens of students
turned against the Lesage Government. Many were moved to
shout Independence Slogans for
the first time.
But the demonstrators were
not Anti-Enlish. Their wrath
was not for English Report·
ers & spectators in the crowd,
it was not even against the
Queen. Their protests were
directed against the Lesage
Government, the Federal Government
a nd
increasingly
against the police forces them·
selves.

At a Rin Rally Friday Mr.
Bourgault asked a crowd of
1,500 to follow him in totally
silent demonstration. When police forbade the demonstration,
Mr. Bourgault told the crowd to
go home in peace warning them
that failure to obey police order
might result in a bloodbath. Af.
ter shouting a few slogans his
followers retired peacefully.

Friday evening at 8:30 a pia·
no concert will be giv e n, also
in the Theatre Aud it orium by
DA NIEL BAR ENBO IM, a European concert p ia nist. He wil l b e
play ing a new Steinwa y pi ano,
wh ich could be th e o n ly one of
its kind in Can ada.
The proceeds fr o m this go tCJ
t he library fund.
T he biggest attraction of all
is the parad e at 9 :00 a.m . Sat•
u rday m or nin g. T he th eme of
th e pa r ade is grea t movies. It
will have 40 f loat£, an d will be
t he biggest eve r in th e T win
City area . The parade route
will be from the Kitchener AtJCI•
itorium to Seagram's stad iu m.
Application forms for e n •
trys in the parade are available
in the Student Council Office
from Jane Robinson. Details of
float requirements may be obtained from Dave Pady, Ken
Aay, and Tim Ray.
Three heffers will be roasted
whole in an outdoor barbeque
for a noon-hour feast on Satur•
day.
During the afternoon the
Hawks take on the Plumber' s
Warriors and at half time the
winning float will be awarded a
cup for first place. The others
will be given a cash award. On
Saturday night guests m a y
dance to Chico Vaile and Ph il
Sheridan.
The dance, formal in dres~,
will be Arabian in theme. Th~
affair is tagged, "Night of a
Thousand Eyes".
Tim Ray, chairman of Home•
coming, said that "the most sat·
isfying aspect of organizing is
that everything for the W.eek•
end was completed well in ad·
vance." He added that approxi·
mately 500 tickets should be
sold.
~=::::::::: ':'::::. ""'~<:':':::::::::::::':::''''''"''''''' ::::::n:''''''"""'':::::::::r::,::::::::~,,:,;::;;m

laxity, Injustice
And Waste
KINGSTON (CUP) The
Gavel, a monthly journal published by graduate students at
Queen 's University, has opened
the year with an editorial blasting the university's admini stration as wasteful, and a ch ar ge
that one faculty bas practiced
racial discrimination .
Under a headline. " Laxity,
Injustice and Waste", the editorial complained that stud ents
at the university are taking se·
cond place to administration
"The various administrative
departments are now relatively
autonimous and appear to have
very little, if any, communication with one another . . . the
chief cause would seem to be
that the administrators have forgotten the purpose of a university .. . to educate students ."
On racial matters, the editorial continued, the university can
hardly be proud of the fact that
one faculty apparently practiced discrimination against coloured students for a number of
years.
A Gavel spokesman indentified the faculty as medicine but
said he had no evidence that
any racial discrimination exist.
ed now.
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by Linda McKenzie

In the following letter I will attempt to

NUDE ON BICYCLE

answer various rejoinders under the broad

University of Manitoba

Nude on a Bicycle, a $175 abstract painting, has
been playing a game of musical chairs at the various
colleges of this university.
First it went to St. John's College, where it eventu.
ally ended up hanging in the men's common room with
its face to the wall. Bill Steubing, St. John's UMSU rep.
said "it's ugly, a real monstrosity."
Finally, a group of Johnians decided to present
the painting to St. Paul's College as a token of friend·
ship and Christian brotherhood. St. Paul's sent back a
note saying "No Thanks".
In desperation, the St. John's students marched on
University College and left the eyesore in the Great
Hall. It hasn't been seen since.

topic "Who ME? In Politics?" and to en·
courage you to join the Progressive Con·
servative Party on Campus this year.

ED PAUL

WHO ME. I
"I'M TOO YOUNG TO
VOTE - WHY SHOULD
I BOTHER?" • . • Per·
haps, but you will be a
voter very soon and pos·
sibly in the next election.
Will you know then just
what you are voting for
or will you depend on
others for your opinion?
Now is the time to lay
the groundwork of know•
ledge necesary for a res·
ponsible vote.
"I DON'T HAVE THE
TIME TO BE ACTIVE
IN POLITICS - I CAN
LEARN ABOUT THE
ISSUES LATER" • • •
You will never have a
BETTER opportunity to
learn the issues. Student
political groups sponsor
seminar programs which
provide an excellent at·
mosphere for the study
and discussion of political issues and an opport·
unity to consider the
views of others.
"WHAT DIFFERENCE
CAN MY ONE VOTE
MAKE? . . . Elections
pave been won and lost

POLITICS.

by ONE vote. YOUR
vote can make such a difference. In any election
it adds important sup·
port to YOUR point of
v1ew.
"WHY S H 0 U L D I
JOIN A POLITICAL
PARTY?" ••• In a coun·
try as diverse as Canada,
there are, naturally, var·
ying approaches to pro·
blems. National political
parties provide a forum
in which all views can
be heard. They establish
order from what .could
be a chaos of opinion,
and are channels of ex·
pression throu_gh which
the will of the majority
becomes clear. In a poli·
tical party YOUR views
will be heard and can
significantly affect the
policies of YOUR party.
"POLITICS IS COMPLICATED
WHAT
CAN I CONTRIBUTE?"
. • . Politics is no more
mysterious or complicat·
ed than any other social
activity. It concerns
things around us

schools, rivers, the price
of food. Politics is peop·
le, doing what must be
done. YOU can contribute YOUR ideas, tal·
ents, opinions OR you
can let others direct
YOUR life. Our democratic system is based on
the concept of freedom.
If good men do nothing
then freedom itself is en·
dangered. T h u s, our
greatest check value, direct participation in the
process of democracy •
through a political party,
is the only way in which
Canadians may enjoy a
better and more prosper·
ous Canada.
"WHAT PARTY SHOULD I JOIN?" .. I hope
you choose the Progressive Conservative Party
but the decision is up to
you. DON'T base your
opinions on what others
say. STUDY the partie~
and LEARN where the
Progressive Conservatives stand and what we believe in before you decide.
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MARKS FORCE RESIGNATION
Univnity of Manitoba

Richard Good was forced to resign as a president
of the UMSU because of low marks.
A clause in the constitution states that a student
must pass all final examinations in the spring following
his election in order to be eligible for office. However
Mr. Good plans to run for re-election since, under the
ruling, the set of examinations which he would then
have to pass would be this spring's.
This seems to us to be a rather farcical interpreta·
tion of the rules.

TUTORIAL SYSTEM PLANNED
McGill University

The Education Committee of the Students' Society
plans to institute a program of volunteer tutoring services
Under this plan, college students would give aca·
demic help to elementary and high school students from
the poorer sections of Montreal. Students would also be
encouraged to provide leadership in social and athletic
activities.
This system would serve a two-fold purpose. It
would give the younger students a much-needed second
chance, and would also provide the college student with
valuable experience in teaching.

YEAR ROUND SCHOOL CONDEMNED
McMaster University

A committee of McMaster professors has condemn. ed the idea of operating Canadian universities on a
year-round basis.
The committ~e found that the financial advantage~
of such a plan would be minimal. There would, however, be many disadvantages.
Unable to work in the summer months, students
would soon encounter financial difficulties. Faculty
members would no longer be able to use their summer~
for study and research.
And, perhaps most important, it was felt that both
students and faculty would become bored and unenthusiastic with a trimester system.

PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE ON CAMPUS PRESENT
Select Committee on Youth of the Ontario

Oct. 27 •

Thirteen commi
at work planning
er Carnival.
Those in charg

Legislature. "Seminar on Youth Needs"
Oct. 29 ••. Gordon Fairweather, M.P.
"Discrimination in Immigration"

BLAZER
OF GLORY
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Nov. (First Week) Heath MacQuarrie, M.P.
"The Development of Prime Ministerial Power
And Its Effect On Parliamentary Democracy"
In conclusion, the Progressive C o n s ervative
Club feels it should pre·
sent its concept of MODEL PARLIAMENT to
students this year. We
feel the word "MODEL"
connotes two functions
in university politics.
One is that Model Parlia·
ment should depict the
political process as it

actually does occur in
the country, and the oth~
er is that Model Parlia·
ment should be a forum
for presenting the political process the way students think it should oc·
cur. We believe in reach·
ing a happy medium bet·
ween these two extrem·
es. Therefore, not all pol-

icy will adhere to feder- I
al or provincial party
policy and not all actions
of Model Parliament will
depict the real process.
I hope you will consider 1
this attitude in the next I
few weeks and make the
Progressive Conservative
Club YOUR choice for I
political affiliation dur·
ing the coming year.

Edward G. Paul, Leader,
Progressive Conservative Club
( Adven?.~ement)

Waterloo Univenity College.

i
i
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The Glories ot Scholarship are no reason
for
carelessness of
dress. The Blazer exhibited here is one
sure method of add·
ressing one's studies
in spruce confidence.

ROSS KLOPP
Tailors and
Haberdashers

Ladies Sportswear
Waterloo Square

•
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A Look At
Circle "K"

Looking For New
Campus Queen
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Thirteen committees are hard
at work planning our 1965 Wint·
er Carnival.
Those in charge of entertainment plan on approaching either
Pete Seeger or the Kingston Trio
for the hootenany on Thursday
night of Carnival week. Two
bands, one strictly rock'n roll
and another of a more conventional rhythm, have been proposed for the Mardi Gras Dance.
New this year is the prize
committee which will a s k
various Kitchener and Waterloo
merchants to donate trophies
and awards for outstanding
floats, successful sports entrees,
and the numerous Queen contestants.
O'Keefe Brewery, one of
the benefactors, will sponsor

a reception for the visiting
Queens at the Skyline Hotel.
For the campus itself the
company will supply $250
worth of ice blocks for the
sculpturing.
WUC's famous Hawk will
serve as an emblem for this
year's carnival.
Nominations are now open for
Campus Queen. One of her functions will be to represent WUC
as Winter Carnival Queen. Nominations should be submitted to
the Queen committee which includes Don Gordon and John
Austin. These will be accepted
in the Student Council Office. A
panel will choose the WUC
Queen and she will then be
crowned at the campus formal
sponsored by the Sophomore
Class.

Donald C. Macdonald Visits WUC
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The leader of the Ontario New
Democratic Party was a guest
of the New Democrats here last
Wednesday.
Donald C. Macdonald spoke to
an enthusiastic audience but said
little of NDP program and philosophy.
He was particularly aggrieved
by the contempt in our parliamentary institutions because of
the continuing struggle between
the two older party leaders. He
felt that the two leaders had a
total disregard of Parliamentary
processes and the welfare of the
people.
Members of the "On Campus"
radio program asked s u c h
questions as "What are the NDP
going to nationalize if they are
elected?" He stated that the
New Democrats favour a mixed
economy, but in such fields as
health insurance they favour
public ownership. As for the
takeover of private manufacturing other than utilities (already
publicly owned here in Ontario),
there will be no such takeover
if a NDP government is elected.

Phone SH 5-6511
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Well gang, Treasure Van
ikiover and has taken with itt~
~
W$2,242.25 of WUC stude'ntsH
M!money. The local committee);~
[~headed by Sandy Menziesllll~
[~retains 6 percent or $130 to:;!~
1~ cover the cost of operating 1~
[~expenses. In his opinion thislM
~!j ye'ar has been very success-~!~
Nful, because of an increased~~
~i student population.
~~
~~ An extra note: this past)\~
W,weekend
Professor
Sweet,@
~ili Bill Dodge and Mr. Menzies\:i~
~attended the national confer-l\1\i
1;1ence of WUS at the Univers-jfl
t~J, ity of Western Ontario iniiil1
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380 King St. N.

DOWNING'S GARAGE
WATERLOO, ONTARIO
• Foreign Car-Parts and Service
• Repairs to all Makes and Models
10% Discount On Parts To Students

Circle "K" is the largest
national college organization in
existence. It is a service organization for college men operating
on campus in a similar fashion
to Kiwanis service clubs.
The club is unique by its
position and duties on campus.
Circle "K" offers the college
man:
e an opportunity to participate
in many activities for the service
of humanity on campus and in
the community.
e a n opportunity for selfexpression involving the life of
the campus and community.
e a n opportunity for selfdevelopment (leadership, good
citizenship,
and
fellowship)
acquired through; club meetings, actual participation in civic
programs and lasting friendships.
e an opportunity to associate
with representatives of the local
business community on a personal basis at sponsoring Kiwanis
Club meeting·s and activities.
Circle "K" activities include:
e campus used book store
e ushering at school functions
e campus car wash
e sponsoring of the annual
Christmas banquet
e promotion of TB Chest clinic
e aid to charity fund raising
programs
e participation in campus
weekends with floats, sculptures etc.
Circle "K" is now accepting
applications for new members
from the student body. For more
information concerning the club,
please contact:
Roger Lilly man (club president)

by Sue Davey
SPORTS:
Football-- WLU at RMC, Oct. 17.
CAMPUS SPECIAL:
Oct. 21, 22 • 7:00 p.m. • Civil Service Commission,
Exams 2C8.
MOVIES • THEATRE:
Waterloo- Oct. 16, 17, The Lord of the Flies
Odeon • Biltmore - Oct. 16, 17 It's A Mad Mad Mad
Mad World. Oct. 19, The Wild and the Willing &.
The Bitter Harvest.
Capitol- Oct. 16, 17. I'd Rather Be Rich
Lyric- Oct. 16, 17, The Fall of the Roman Empire.
Fox - Oct. 16, 17, Law of the Lawless.
MISCELLANEOUS
The Kent - - Jimmy Morrow & The Viscounts
Coronet - - Harry Hooton & his orchestra
The Grand - - Larry Lee
COMING
On Friday, Oct. 30, The Swingle Singers will be
on campus. This should be one of the highlights of this
year. Plan Ahead • - Don't miss it!

'Nine'' To Prompt
Controversy

745-4444

John Batson (membership chairman)
742-2432
Written applications are to be
placed in the student mail boxes
before Oct. 22 addressed to John
Batson.

Concert Pianist
At Homecoming
Daniel Barenboim, the classical Israli pianist, will kick off
homecoming week with a concert on October 30. The concert
marks the Alumni Association's
presentation of a grand piano to
the university and the climax of
the associations s u c c e s sf u 1
Alumni Loyalty Fund appeal
which raised $11,500 for the
piano, scholarships, and student medals.
Barenboim, an Israeli citizen_
born in Argentina, will also
appear with the Montreal and
Toronto Symphanies while in
Canada.

Photo by Howard

One of many posters appearing in halls
The Committee of Nine, improbable name of a group of
"angry young men", has made

Circle K Car Wash
Thursday October 22nJ
9 A.M.· 5 P.M.

Price $1.00
Location •• Parking Lot behind Arts Bldg.

its initial appearance on campus. Apparently the brain child
of a bottle of wine and some
senior students its primary purpose, ostensibly, is the protection
of WUC when Council runs
amok.
However, as few students
have heard of the group, the
whole idea is regarded as
more of a joke than any•
thing else.
The value of organizations
such as this have always been
of dubious value. Dave Henry,
one of the infamous nine, commented that the group intP.nded
no trouble but that they hoped
to stimulate controversy.

BARRON'S

REXALL ONE CENT SALE

Men's Wear Ltd.

October 15 • 24

HAHN PHARMACY
"Your Rexall Drug Store"'
4 King Street South, Waterloo, Ontario

Phone 744-8177
Prescriptions

Free Delivery

'
\

I

King St. South, Waterloo
Your Quality Men's Shop
10% Student Discount

34

2722 King St. East

-

Kitchener

Your Family Shopping Centre
Food Products
•
Clothing & Footwear
•
Hardware
Stationary & School Supplies - Records & Camera Supplies
A Large Snack Bar

Open Every Evening Until 10 p.m.

CiRAND CiRILL

GOOd Food
Fast Service
Meal Tickets
W King St. S.
Waterloo
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ROYAL FIASCO
The recent visit of Queen Elizabeth to eastern Canada has forced English-speaking Canadians to realize
that separatism has reached a feverish pitch.
The Queen should never have been asked to Canada this year. If her visit to Quebec was intended to be
a pacification mission, it failed. The separatist move;ment has taken on new intensity.
The vice-president of the Rassemblement pour 1'!Independance N ationale <RIN) , Guy Paulot has called
for the resignation of Quebec Premier J e a n Lasage.
Paulot claims that when Lesage went to London he said
~hat 'les Quebquois' would be glad to receive her.
But the Queen was not well received, We are
familiar with student upheavals and mass marches
which generally arise from the esteem students believe they have in political arenas. Only a few in
Quebec are separatists and in many instances have
s-ocialist leanings.

. . The demonstrations originally intended to display
disrespect for the Royal couple turned into brutal melee
between students and police. Peaceful expression be.came bitter, throbbing hostility.
There should be no restraint exercised on factions1
that wish to express themselves openly before the
Queen. In her own speech she claimed that she wished
no subject in her realm to suffer constraint and yet it
happened before her eyes.
Bringing the Queen here at this time was inviting
trouble. Quebec students warned English-speaking students during the summed that the tour might result in
havoc. Separatists despise everything that she represents.
The police brutality was of course unfortunate.
Quebec was almost under marshal law. Specially
trained police charged through crowds swinging
clubs which ripped flesh and shattered cameras.
While students were being jailed there, we Engli.sh·
speaking Canadian'S sat back and relaxed as if the
problem existed in another country.

According to the Toronto Globe, the Daily Mail in
England reported that the Queen had been grieviously
insulted in Quebec. However, it is her task to accept the
good with the bad; to listen to the sentiments of her
minorities.
As Canadian students, we must dismiss idealistic
Royal profundities of how the Queen "Personifies the
democratic state." We would profit more by debating
the possibilities of bringing our democratic state into
one functional, cohesive unit instead of a personified
ideal.
We must attempt to gain an identity for ourselves
whether it be Canadian, French or Separatist. We have
no need to be identified with the British Crown.

Commonwealth allegiance is strategically important to all her members but practical economic and military interests hold us together, not our Monarch. The
Monarchial system is outdated.
Thus the Queen's visit suited the Separatists perfectly. They were able to gain a maximum of attention
and publicity.
The Separatists may be right or wrong but one
certainty remains. They are kindling a fire under the
vat of Canadian nationalism. We are finally recording
an exciting Canadian history. We are becoming aware
of ourselves; of our distinction from monar.:hism and
Americanism.
We do not support separatism but we welcome its

~pirited influence on complacent English-speaking Can-

Meds Students
Turned Away
from The Toronto
Globe & Mail

2 OUT OF 3 REJECTED
All across Canada, as the
university season opened, medical schools were turning away
prospective students. The total
of the barred was not so great
as an adding together of all re. jections would make it seem
because some students had applied at several schools . But it
was great, and it included many
students who were fully qualified
to be admitted. When Canada 's
top doctors and medical educators met here last month, they
estimated that two of every
three qualified applicants fail to
£ind a place in a Canadian medical school.

Such a situation is grossly unfair to the students and to the
country. A young man who has
selected the medical field for
his life's work and faithfully and
adequately prepared himself for
it is denied his birthright when
the door is shut against him. He
is even denied what his parent's
taxes have helped to purchase,
l.or every medical school is
heavily dependent upon public
funds.
The Canadians who could use
his services in future years are
equally sinned against. Canada
is short of doctors now. That
same meeting of doctors and
educators figured that if present
rates of production continue, we
will be short several thousand
doctors by the end of a decade.
MORE DOCTORS
Whether or not the commission's report is ever implemented, Canada needs to start training more doctors as soon as it
is physically possible to do so.
If we do not, we will shortly be
without enough doctors to provide even those services which
Canadians can now afford to
buy. It would be the height of
irresponsibility to make a crash
program for medical schools
and research wait upon final
determination of the Hall Commission's report. That could take
years.

The government should separate medical schools and medical
research from the rest of the
Hall Commission's recommendations, and get down to work.
It is a matter of such urgency,
it is, indeed, an investment
which the country can so little
afford not to make, that it
would justify an increase in the
federal budget deficit. Feeling

as we do about budget deficits,
we can scarcely say more.
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SURVIVES SEX CRITICISM
OTTAWA (CUP) - A chaplin at Carleton University, whose views on premarital sexual-relations aroused
a nation-wide controversy last week (Oct. 2) will continue as university chaplain.
A six-man committee representing the United, Anglican and Presbyterian churches of Ottawa which sponsor Rev. Gerald Paul at Carleton, said this week it will
"propose no action" on the matter.
·
The committee made the announcement after meet.
ing to discuss an article Mr. Paul wrote for The Carleton, student newspaper at Carleton University, which
appeared under a headline "Premarital Sex Can Be
OK".
In a statement to the press the committee said,
"The views expressed by Mr. Paul are his own, not
the official views of the sponsoring churches. They
do reflect, however, an aspect of the current debate on sexual morality which is taking place within the church. At the same time we regret certain
lapses of taste and weaknesses in the presentation
of argument."

Mr. Paul's article said, in part, "Only if we are
certain the sexual relationship will help more than
harm our partner, in the long run as well as in the immediate encounter, are we justified in premarital sex."
In an interview last week, Mr. Paul explained his
position.
"We begin with Christian love -- not law. We put
persons on a higher plain than principles. This means
that the law does not relieve the individual of the responsibility for making moral decisions. The decisions
must be made in the light of Christian love.
"By Christian love I mean - - a giving up of selfish
interests in order to contribute to the growth and value
of another person.
"This means in practice that premarital intercourse
can never meet the conditions set by Christian love."

He added, "Under the ethnic of Christian love, sexual intercourse can often be wrong within the bounds
of marriage. Marriage does not give man a right to sexuaJ relations if lust is the main moving force."
Mr. Paul, an ordained United Church minister, is
in his late 30's. He is married and has four children.
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Sex Before Marriage
from The Shillelagh

This article is a product of the current controversy
concerning Rev. Paul's statements regarding premarital
sexual relationships which appeared in the September
25 issue of THE CARLETON. It is not intended as are·
buttal of Rev. Paul's arguments, but rather a statement•
of the Catholic position in the questions concerned.
The author is Father Gordon Irving, OMI, head of
the Sociology Department, St. Patrick's College.
Editor's Note

"If we are certain that the sexual relationship
will help more than harm our partner (in the
long run as well as in the immediate encounter) we will be justified in premarital Eex."
I believe that this 'if' can never be fulfilled. How
does one help one's partner in premarital sex? Biologically, by providing physical release and satisfaction?
Psychologically, by providing response and affection on
the occasion? Or morally and spiritually? I cannot see
how it will help the individual in the last aspect, which
I consider the most important.
I BELIEVE THAT sexuality
permeates human nature at all
of these levels, and most significantly the last. Sexuality forms
one of the deepest and most personal aspects of the human personality. In sexual relations, the
individual at the moral and spiritual level is engaged in an act
which constitutes and symbolizes the total giving and commitment of the deepest aspect of
his personality to the other. ....
Outside the context of marriage, the state of complete total
dedication or commitment, sexual relations can have no full
me.r.ning on the moral and spiritual level. Such instances would
reduce the sexuality of the individual to a casual or superficial level, a form of symbolic activity that would be as formalized and as empty 1£ meaning
as today's conventional hand·
shake.

Separated from this function
of symbolizing something deeper and fuller, sexuality and the
individuals wouln be to a degrE:e
depersonalized. I would call this
harm to the individual, hi' pE'rsonality and his sexuality, an inevitable harm on the moral and
spiritual level outweighin~ any
long or short run benefit> that
may be used to rationalize premarital sex relations.
The spiritual welfar~ of the
person cannot be discuss;d
without referring to the princi·
pies and guidance th~t Go:l ha~
given us in the teaching3 of
Christ. If the many references
to the spiritual harm and evil
of fornication and lack of chastity do not apply tfl premarital
sex, it is hard to know ~o what
they do refe-.·, certainly not ad·
ultery alone.

SENIORS
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Await Lesage's
World On
Loan Plan
LENNOXVILLE (CUP) •· Presiden-ts Olf six English-speaking
universitrl.e.s in Quebec are &till
awaiting word from Premier
Jean Les-age on the Quebec government's plans fur revenue al~I()•!Jmoots to the province under
t1he Canada Student Loan Act.
Earlier this year the six universities a.greed to support Vhe
Quebec premier's decision to
oon,tract out of the federa·l government's studel'llt loan plan.
Under an agreement with bhe
federal government, Quebec will
receive 2 per cen't corpor·a,tion
t;ax rebaJte equa1l to the amount
of money the province would
receive under the Canada Student Loan Act. FrenC'h-speaking
universiltie.s in Quebec oppo·sed
the loan plan from the outse·t
claiming iJt infringed on the au·
thority Olf the province.; in the
field of educa-tion.
The six English-speaking universiltie-s, iJn a &tateanent released
to the pr~ during the summer,
sa·id they expected the tax rebate wowld be used in the field
of education iJil Quebec.
Premier Lesa:ge has saJd he
is sa:tisfied with the Quebec student loan plan and does not intend to spend the federal rebate
on education.
Presidents of the six universrties have requested a meeting
wlith the premier but so far no
word has been received from the
Quebec government.

-=. ... ~'

Bitter Ash
IIM Becomes Sweet
Substitute
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Cafeteria Unsettled

The following is the answer
that Miss Giesbrecht has released to students regarding the
petition for beHer food. The
Cord Weekly feels the letter im·
plies that no action will be taken. Apparently the problems
that exist in the cafeteria will
remain basically unchanged. We
are not certain what the obvious
planning problems are that she
mentions. We hope howevt>r,
that the students will continue
to seek improvement in the cafeteria.
Editors

The Editor
The Cord Weekly
Waterloo Lutheran University
Dear Sir:
A petition by students in respect to the operation of the
dining hall has been brought to
my attention, both by the Dean
of Students and by the editors
~~f.~~:;:;:;:;~~:::r..=::.:::::.~:r:~::~.r:~::::<.:::::~=::::~~=:=rN
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A NEW RECORD
Durin·g the past week a group
Ott some <two thousand Eng.l ish
universilty students dra•nk dry,
i·n one day, the 'Travelilers Rest'.
The mixed group drank, on
the average, some four pints per
person. This is only a rough estimate however, for due to a
shortage Olf &tein-s, such things
as milk pitchers were pressed
into service by the thirsty partd.<:ipants.

of the Cord Weekly (Friday, October 2, 1964). The petition covered four main points and 1
shall reply to them in order.
Substitutions in dining hall
meals are not allowed bec·:1use
of the obvious planning problems involved. Students are expected to eat the normal meals
with choices as providPd; but of
course special consideration is
given at all times, espe~! -~lly at
breakfast, to stu-:lents who are
not feeling well.
The increased enrollment has
naturally increased the volume
of business in the dining hall.
The policy is that if all chairs
in the dining hall are filled,
then the mezzanine will be opened to students.
The dining hall memt does
include fresh fruit in season.
Oranges, apples and/ or banana·s
are available daily, and salads
are on the menu twice daily.
A new voucher has been implemented this fall for lost
meal cards. An authorized voucher may be presented to the
business office for a reba~e on
all meals purchased pending
registration for a replacement
meal card.
The co-operation of students
is appreciated at all times, and
especially during this difficult
period while the second steam
table is being installed. Students can be assured that members of the {ood services management and staff are always interested in their welfare, and
within reasonable limits, will try
to please the individual student
(Miss) T. Giesbrecht

VANCOUVER (CUP) - Larry
Kent, the University of British
Columbia film- maker whose
first movie, "Bitter Ash", last
year ruffled censors across the
country, has a good second film
on the way.
Called "Sweet Substitute", it
portrays a boy contemplating a
university career and his attempts to reconcile his sexual
appetite with moral and sochl
pressures.
Last year, Kent's first film.
Bitter Ash, which included a
scene showing a nude couple in
the act of sexual intercourse,
was temporarily banned at UBC.
Producer-director Kent, who
candidly admits he makes movies about sex because ">el( i'1terests him, says the principal
in Sweet Substitute could be
any adolescent boy - "a virgin
acting as if he isn't one, hungry
for sex but scared as hell of it."

In other words, "he could be
90 per cent of all first and sec-

ond year university students,"
he added.
'I'he film is scheduled to mRke
its debut at UBC oct. 5.
Following its week-long UBC
opening, Kent plans to show thE:
film across Canada.
~=~::::::::~:::?::(:~:~:~::::::::~~:;::~:;:-::;.:;:;~-:.r::~:3:::!:-::=::::::::%~~~~=~:::r::~:

Pubbers Fined
Last night (Thurs. Oct. 8)
Paul Dudgeon, the Head Resiident of West Hall, intercepted
twelve of his charges returning
from the Pub .
He fined the group, collectively, ten dollars and a singl.~ member of the group was fined a further five dollars. The reason
given for this action was that
the group had particil)ated too
heavily in "Pub Nite" .
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Hawks Play Well:
Lose 19-11

Photo bll Lunney

HAWKS KEEP IN SHAPE

Hawks Lose
Richardson
,

TRACK
WORKOUTS BEGIN

In last week's Ottawa game,
the Hawks loot more than just
the game. Aloo ~ost was sophomore and <two-way end Tom
Riohardoon, who was injured j.n
the game's last play sustaining
a cracked sternum. Tom is out
for a year and it comes as quite
a blow to the Hawks. He was one
of the vetel'ans on whom Ooach
Celel'i relied most heavil<y. Tom's
play at defensive end was one
of the Hawk's stronge>St poilllts.
W1thout Tom, irt is very doubtful that the defensive line whll
be as effecrtive as irt has been
in 'ilhe finsrt three games.

Photo by Inson

"As ye sow so shall ye
reap." This proverb is particularly true in track and
field where a pound of blood
and sweat produces an ounce
of tangible result recordwise. In an interview with
Mr. Koenig, track and field
coach, he stated that his im·
mediate aim is to build a
body nucleus of athletes who
will form the foundation of
a club in following years.

Since the school's athletic
program and budget is geared mainly for football, basketball and hockey and since
this is the first year for the
track club no provision had
been made for it in the budget. As a result no funds are
available for equipment and
expenses. Mr. Koenig, a former track man himself, believes that in our school a
sufficient number of track
and field men are present,
but are currently in hiding.
He therefore invites anyone
interested in joining the club
as an amateur or as a wellconditioned pro to see him or
to report for workout at
Waterloo Collegiate at 4:30
p.m. any night.

TOM RICHARDSON

WATERLOO SQUARE

Kitchener

Ontario & Duke Sts.

W. H. S-p·o·r·t·s

Cars Ltd.

Phone 742-7610

552 King Street East

Kitchener, Ont.

You are always
WELCOME
to drop in and
discuss your
sports car problems
with us.

by John Kertesz
Waterloo Hawks lost their
second game of the year last
Saturday to Ottawa. Final score
was 19-11 even though the Hawks
played their best game of the
season.

However it wasn't enough to
overcome two fourth quarter
touchdowns by the University of
Ottawa and some bad officiating
which definitely ruined some
great scoring chances for the
Hawks.
The first of these came at the
beginning of the game as Chris
Bailey ran back the kick-off 56
yards. Bill Stankovic, on a 25
yard run carried the ball to
Ottawa's 23 year line. Within a
few plays Ed Turek crossed the
goal line from the 1 yard line
but the Hawks were penalized
10 yards for holding. Two incompleted passes later, Waterloo
was forced to give up the ball
to the Gee-Gees.
For most of the first period
the ball was controlled evenly
by both teams but the strong
wind facing the Hawks was a
definite factor accounting for
Ottawa's touchdown on the last
play of the quarter. Bob Law
scored the major from the five
yard line just four plays after a
short punt into the wind gave
the Gee-Gees a first down on
Waterloo's 2Q yard line. Vince
Thompson converted the SC(•re
giving Ottawa a 7-0 lead.
71 YARD RUN
One of the highlights in the
second quarter was a 71 yard
run by Rene Sicotte for another
Ottawa touchdown but the penalty plague also hit the GeeGees as they were called for
clipping on the Waterloo 22 yard
line. The WUC defensive unit
pulled itself together and pre·
vented Ottawa from scoring.
The Hawks then took over,
beginning a long touchdown
drive sparked by the out•
side running of Bill Stanko·
vic and the inside running of
Ed Turek. The touchdown
came on an option play as
Stankovic passed 8 yards in·
to the end zone to Jim
Grant. The convert by Turek
was wiped out by a holding
penalty, so at half-time Ot·
tawa U led 7-6.

The third quarter produced a
gruelling defensive battle as
there was little scoring. Bill
Mitchell kicked a single from
Ottawa's 38 yard line, and Ed
Turek split the uprights for a
3 pointer near the end of the
quarter giving the Golden Hawks
an 11-7 edge.
It was evident that Waterloo's
defensive unit was fired up for
the second half as Ottawa's
quarterback Jim Chiarelli was
repeatedly thrown for losses.
Providing the big rush were
Paul Huston, John Martens Bob
Schmidt, Tom Richardson, Bob
Goodman, Joe Stavroff and
Bruce Doran who also displayed
some excellent downfield tackling. There was no real individual standout as the Hawks played well as a team.
CHAOS AND CONTROVERSY
The fourth quarter how·
ever, caused much chaos
and controversy because of
the officiating. The first big
break came when a third
down snap went over the
kicker's head and the ball
was finally downed at the
Waterloo 10 yard line where
Ottawa took over. The
Hawks nevertheless were not
to be denied as they spilled
Chiarelli for a loss on first
down but a roughing penalty

Bruce Kidd is currently covering the 0£ympics in Tokyo
for many news media. The fol·
lowing letters, number one and
two from Mr. Kidd were written
for Canadian University Press
and by special arrangement with
the Ontario-Quebec Athletic As·
sociation. 'Letters from Tokyo•
will appear in the Cord as they
are received. Kidd is not receiv·
ing any compensation, either
direct or indirect, for this series.
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Licensed Mechanic
136 King St. N., Waterloo
SH 2-4251
Jerry Armitage
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LETTER 1

Tokyo,
Greetings from the other
of the world. After three
in Tokyo's Olympic
we're still fighting the
to having our day tossed
down like an hourglass.
acclimatized - adjusting
clock, climate, food and
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normal training routine is
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ATHLETE RUTHLESSLY EXPLOITED
page 6)

'iod. But if our experience
British Empire Games in
1a in 1962 holds true, the
a! nausea which h a s
s close to our quarters
e arrived should clear in
1! few days.
Jlympic Village, a former
ny base is a self-sufficiThe 1So-body Canadian
housed in a group
which formerly
and their wives,
quite comfortable.
dining halls are each
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diets - for examshares her restaurAustralia and New
- but athletes are free
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. competition.
GUARDS
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Bailey made
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off the
by armed guards,
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facilities, an elaborate
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halls and all
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Village has been liberally
with bicycles to assist
in getting around,
may provide organizing
with their only major
After one Amer~lesuer broke his leg when
off a bike the whole US
as ordered to do their
by foot. (That combeen enforced with) Nor are pedessafe. Yesterday, Toronto
Ergas Leps was knocked
;round by a mad Hungarforgot to use his brakes .
Pierre de Coubertin,
of the modern Olyinsisted all his life that
be a competition
individuals, not counving has unfortuna promient place in
vities. Canada and
nations consumed
part of this afternr1'ln
afficial flag-raising ce;·eID mark their "official"
at the Games.
IGN HOISTED
sun sets here about
evening (which is
before back
training time is
But many officials
the marchpast more
than training. The
of Vancouver's Harry
to get the Pearson
leaf flag were unsuc·
., so the Red Ensign
wisted while the band
0 Canada. The only
in the ceremonies
by the Poles;
rs and Stripe&
they clapped.
the most common
of a Village at an
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international games site is the
popularity of the sweatsuit as
the standard article of dress.
These aren't cheap cotton suits,
mind you, but usually well-tail·
ored nylon, and the majority of
• athletes from other countries
never seem to take them off.
This practice makes identity
quite simple, and a few nations
consider a distinctive suit an
effective weapon for psychological warfare. As an example,
many distance runners look
upon the black suit of New Zealand the home of Murray
Halberg and Peter Snell somewhat the way the Chicago
White Sox regard the Yankee
pin-stripe.
LETTER%
TOKYO Oct. 9th
The three-day drizzle that preceded the official opening of the
XVIII Olympiad was a nuisance
for some athletes here in the
Olympic Village and could prove
to be the kiss of death for others. For the trackmen there's
only the threat of colds, but
since slippery throwing circles
are dangerous for boh athlete
and bystander, the field event
men were forced indoors.
For athletes who have completed their preparatory programs a layoff is often a good
thing. But for those who have
counted on sharpening up here ,
especially the athletes from
south of the equator who have
just come through a long wiater, three days missed could
cost a medal.
As the day of reckoning approaches , fewer athletes show
up each evening at the large recreation hall and those who do
have become quieter. Conversely, those commercial firms
who hope to profit by the
Games accelerate their activity.
COLOR SHOES
Undoubtedly the most heat·
ed competiti'on between these
commercial camp followers
occurs in the market for track
shoes, where the amateur sta·
tus of the athlete is ruthless·
ly exploited. The advertising
value of having a gold medal
winner break the tape in
Brand "X" shoes is tremend·
ous, so all companies • flood
name athletes with their shoes
in hopes they will be worn in
1 final event. One company
has even changed the basic
coloring of it shoe because
the new color scheme will
show up better on television.
This same company also has

tailor-made shoes for one or
two favorites, although all
shoes they sell are manufac·
tured on an assembly line.
The amateur code bars athletes from taking money for
sporting a particular brand of
spikes. But this doesn' t prevent
athletes from accepting numerous pairs of shoes as gifts. In
fact, among sprinters a man's
reputation is in direct pr oportion to the number of shoes he
has been given.
The shoe acceptance record
was established in the last
Games in Rome when 400metres hurdles champ Glenn
Davis of the US sent home
47 pairs of shoes. A top runner rarely uses one-tenth of
the shoes he collects and
most give them out to young·
eor runners in their home
clubs who would otherwise
have to buy their own.
RED PROPOGANDA
The most astute traders come
up from behind the Iron Curtain. They trade in groups to
intimidate you and they offer
a miscellaneous as-s ortment of
pins in exchange for your maple
leaf. When you show your pin
the Hungarian grabs it and then
passes it around to all his
friends, who grunt either approval or disapproval - you're
not sure if you'll ever see it
again. Then if you're not careful, he'll reach into his pocket
pull-out a fairly good-looking
pin with a red star on it, wlve
it in front of _you, give it to you,
and disappear. When you lof)k
at your acquisition closely, it'll
read something like " World
Youth Festival, 1961." The Reds
must issue pins at all their propaganda festivals and the athletes save them for trade at the
Olympics.
If Canadians choke up on
the track, it won't be because
of a lack of coaching. In addi·
tion to official team coaches
Bob Adams imd Jim Daly,
most athletes will have their
own personal coaches along.
The presence of your own
coach can be 1 big factor in
the Olympics for he can
quickly dispel any doubts
about your own training and
techniques that you might pick
up in Village gossip. In ath·
letics, there are many differ·
ent training diets which can
nourish a champion, but it is
imperative to stick to your
own. Inconsistency can be
fatal.

of "AI
Proprietor

"ty Billia1
King & Unive
University E.
td Cities Service
Station Sign
9 Tables
Ladies Welcome
Sunday 12 noon-11

Ryerson Rams Back In Action
TORONTO (CUP) • Demon·
strations of student support
have breathed new life into
the failing Ryerson football
team. Two weeks ago, the
team, injury ridden and nurs·
ing a losing streak, was dis·
banded.
The teams coach said he had
taken the action because he was
unable to field a full team. The
best turnout at a practice had
been 31.
A week later 90 students had
pledged their willingness to
play football for the school and
a campaign to have the team
reinstated culminated in a mass
rally on the steps outside the
office of Ryerson principal, H.
H. Kerr.
They carried posters and chan·
ted "We Want the Rams".
The princip:}l left his office
and told the rally the team
would be reinstated. He said

lack of interest had caused itl
collapse. New interest and en•
thusiasm made it possible for
the team to carry on, he said.
Quipped Ryerson's student
newspaper,
The
Ryersonian.
"Now its up to the .::oach to
whip 90 volunteers into good
football players."

Another Exclusive

Prom

~tar

:men'~ ~bop

you're
positively
diabolical

New Program
For W.U.A.
by Sue Bricco
The Women's Undergr.adua.te
Association, open to all women
students, is spon&ot'll·ng a ne-w
service Club.
MiJs.s Kathryn Eng·lish, of
WUA staJted thaJt J.ast year moot
freshmen believe Phi Delta Pi,
the club's former name, to be
a sorority a:nd thus didn't join.
She emp:h:a.sized that this is a
service club and 1s for girls who
want to work, al·tJhough WUA
w~l[ sponsor social events throughout the year. The club fiUlctions also in un~ting resident
and o.ff-{)ampus women.
Po-ssible activ1ties include volunteer work ail the YMCA, Sunbeam Home, and worlcin.g fur
t'he Winter Oarni:val.
Informllltion reg.rdin•g membenship fees and events wiiol
BOOn be available.

FORWELL'S

Super Variety
King and University
Waterloo
"You Need It We've Got It"

Hertz Car Rental
73 Frederick St.
Kitchener

•

Wes Forrest Motors

Ciene's

Hair Styling
for Men
556 King Street East

Phone SH 5-9711

WATERLOO SQUARE RESTAURANT
under Liquor
License Act

Page Sevem

ELCOME

Ali Baba Steak
HouseThe Arabian
Atmosphere
Open Till
3 a.m.
Mon. to Sat.
Sunday 12-9

UDE
Known for Delicious Food

LTD.
Citroen • Peugeot . Alpine
and other Rootes products,
parts and service
1158 King East, Kitchener
Phone SH 3-0461

~nd

Prompt Service

1Oo/o Student Discount

PHONE: 744-4782

Luncheon
Special
Tbe Home

IR·

Post-Gradi
slacks by

h.i.

You can look satanic for
a pittance since they cost but
$7.95 to $10.95. Buy ·em and
hiss&.s!

$1.69 STEAKS
"The Steak House That
Caters To Students"
124 • 130 King Street S.
Waterloo
Phone 745·3601
Free Parking At The Squan

II

A devilish gleam will come into
yo ur eyes when you assume
the lean and lethal pose that
the se pants give you . They
trim you up and taper you.
down . Post-Grads are the ne
plus ultra of camp us styles
be cause they 're absolutely.
authe ntic. Neat belt loops .
Narrow- but -not- too -na rrow
cu ffs. Shaped on · seam DOCk·
ets.

~tar

:ffltn' ~ 6bop
~13

King W.

Kitehener
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LOSE 19-11
(Continued from page 6)

time running out the Hawks
went to the air again, only t{)
be brought back to earth by
Mike Lebrun's interception at
mid-field which he ran back to
the Hawk 43 yard line. The
refereeing now reached t h e
height of ridiculousness as 2
successive penalties gave the
Gee-Gees a first down on WUC's
6 :x:ard line. The unconverted
touchdown by Chiarelli was a
mere formality, giving Ottawa
U a 19 - 11 verdict. A small
skirmish erupted between the
two teams near the game's end
but there were no serious casualties.

The BALL and the BOTTLE
It is safe to say that we here at WUC are all
proud of our school. For such a small institution we
have a good name. Further, we have an excellent reputation sportswise. Our teams always give a good account of themselves just as the vast majority of the student body on the whole.

But this year especially, things seem to be changing. Our name is no longer untarnished; we are gradually becoming known as a school of rowdies, drunkards
and bad losers. This is no laughing matter.
To take the two most recent occurances we need
but look back to the OAC game at Seagram's Stadium
and the Mac game in Hamilton.

When he had heard of the
190 yards in penalties taken
by the Hawks Coach Celeri
told the story of the game
with this statement: "This
was the worst job of officiating I've seen in 25 years of
football."

Although we defeated OAC on the ball field, in the
stands our school was disgraced. College students, supposedly mature intellig_ent beings, ·were drinking liquor
straight from the bottle and arrogantly flouting the bottle before the police and faculty.
We certainly would be the last to condemn drinking, but there is a time and a place, and this football
game was neither. Discreetness is a word not found in
the vocabulary of \VUC students; or so it would seem.
Now, to strike an even more sobering note, how
many of you, we wonder, haYe any idea of the jeopardy
in which you have placed sports, specifically football.
at WUC. If our reputation continues it is almost a certainty that we will be asked to play our ball games
elsewhere, than, say at Seagram's Stadium. Eventually,
we may be asked not to play in any of our league's
parks. Don't laugh! These incidents not only damage
WUC's reputation, but likewise that of the stadium in
which the trouble occurs.
The actions of many students at the Mac game
showed the same lack of school pride, discipline and
common sense. The destruction of the goal posts only
served to alienate McMaster, especially their athletic
department, towards WUC. Even if we had won the
game it would have been in bad taste, but for a losing
school to wantonly destroy the property of another institution is nothing short of unbridled immaturity. In
case the participants are unaware of it WUC will have
to pay for the damage. Other incidents which occurred
at the Mac game such as swearing at the Dean of Student:; cannot go unreprimanded.
In .short, many of the students of WUC are bringing condemnation to our school, embarrassment to our
administration and anger and shock to many. When
things of this nature occur it is not so difficult to understand why many people take such a dim view of university students and their ways.
WUC is an institution renowned for its school
spirit, but there is a difference between a real and enthusiastic spirit, and the kind that is brought on by another type of spirit. School spirit of t11e latter type is
nothing to strive for or be proud of. Let's smarten up,
Waterloo. Next Saturday, and even more so, the following homecoming weekend, provide good opportunities
to re-establish our school's honour. Let's take advantage
of it.

Boice's Mens and Boys Wear
Located Next To Towers

114 KING N.

By DAVE C

"Lord Of The Flies"

for the Student

Special Program
Sat. Matinee

"Roar of the Crowd"
and

"The Highway Man"

----------------------Special One Day Only

SUNDAY

Continuous Sun from 1:30

"The Fall Of The
Roman Empire"
Color

and

"The Devil' s Eye''
"Through A Glass
Darkly"
and

Colonel Sanders

"Smiles of A Summer
Night'·'

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN

Fri. - Sat.

WATERLOO

T

Now Playing • Nightly 7 pm

Wed. - Thur.

Phone 742-5826 For Delivery

TD

WATERLOO

"The Virgin Spring"

Featuring

T

'Lunney, Doug Gerrard
'Eley, Ted Wellhouse
·:Jackson, Max Faust
·'Gruber, Chris Versavri
·:McCleary, Sue Bricco
; Wintre, Ann Cook, Ma
·len, Sandy Tityk.
Typists: Carol H
Cheri Spragg, :'l!ik•
Doug Geddie, Joann
ford .

Students $1.00
SII 3-7855
2162 King St. S., Kitchener

SPECIAL THIS WEEK -- 15% DISCOUNT

TWINS

VOL. V - NO.4

p

EUGENE'S
STEAMBATH

Quality At Popular Prices

The

Editors: Ken Dick.
Brown, Bruce Howard
Davey, Bob
McKenzie.
Secretary: Carole
Staff: Dave Golem,

Photos by Iuson
TUREK, STANKOVIC and PONTIN
HAVE
BEEN
HAWK
STANDOUTS.

Announcing The Pirst
lngmar Bergman Film
Festival
~
Mon.- Tue. ~

to any Student of Waterloo University College who
presents his or her Student Identification Card.

CORD S

participation is
from your local
chant.

Blazers are basic
Basically correct for so many occasions, blazers
bespeak good taste now as much as they ever
did.
But look atthe new ones! Slimmed-down natural·
shoulder styling. Authentic traditional tailoring
with deep-hook center vent, raised seams,
stitched edges, patch-flap pockets. And colors!
Burgundy, dove grey, French blue, bottle green,
deep olive, camel, navy, black. We've tailored
them impeccably in rich all-wool flannel and
hopsack to bring you a new natural-line interpre·
tation of the classic blazer.
They look so correctly casual-slip one on
and see.
Only $36.95

and

"Seventh Seal"
(English Sub Titles)

easily

can start saving
know what this means
means more draught.
Miss

Jan
Senior
''You wanted this
when you shop
participating
consideration'".
pre~ident
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PORT D'CALL

AUTHENTIC TRADITIONAL CLOTHES BY

TIP TOP TAILORS

"B.C."
LeHers to Editor
Editorials
Bruce Kidd

(English Sub Titles)

"Wild Strawberries"

will be

Hawks vs. RMC

82 KING ST. W.

KITCHENER

